
Saint Margaret’s Finances 2018 

The annual accounts were presented to the Kirk Session on 

Thursday 14th March and presented to the Congregation at 

the Annual Stated Meeting on Sunday 17th March. 

The accounts for 2018 show a loss of £8,261 which is £3600 

worse than the loss of £4684 last year. 

In weekly terms this means: 

£590 each week in Offerings compared with £602 last year 

£176 in Hall Lets compared with £181 last year.  

Regular fundraising such as Christmas Fair and Sunday teas 

has remained at roughly £91 as has the income generated 

from the tax recovered on Gift Aid donations of £118.  

Other small sources of income including Investment income 

and the contribution from Historic Scotland has increased 

from £90 per week to £108. 

That’s an overall fall of £55 per week from an average of 

£1138 to £1083 each week. 

On top of that, our contribution to the Mission and Ministries 

Fund has risen from £546 to £580 and our local staffing costs 

from £291 to £312. 

 Heating and lighting costs have fallen from £138 to £122 

and Rates and Insurance have remained around the same 

at £122. Other ancillary costs have kept in check this year 

and costs have fallen from £141 to £116. 



So, instead of spending £1237 every week, we have spent 

£1252. 

Last year I reported that we were spending £99 each week 

more than we are generating. This year the figure is £169.  

There’s no extra treats or big purchases in here, and there’s 

no large unexpected bills. This is what it will cost just to keep 

our doors open. 

Of course, we still have reserves that we can use to offset 

this amount. These reserves have come from the generous 

legacies of previous Saint Margaret’s members and we 

benefit from the interest on these legacies as part of our 

annual income. This year we have had to draw out £7500 to 

keep our current account healthy and to mitigate the results 

for our reports to Presbytery and to OSCR. Once these 

reserves are gone, they may never be replaced. 

Unfortunately, these days everything is becoming more and 

more expensive and the gap between our income and 

expenses is becoming bigger and bigger.  That is why it is 

vitally important that we find a way to increase regular 

giving and keep income in line with our outgoings.  

£169 is a lot of money for one individual, but it’s not too 

much if we share it between us. Could you spare an extra 

£1or £2 each week to help balance the books? It’s the price 

of a cup of coffee. 

 

 



Methods of Giving 

Gift Aid 

If you are a taxpayer, you could complete a Gift Aid 

declaration. When you sign the Declaration, you ask that all 

your gifts and donations to St Margaret’s are to be 

considered to be made under the Gift Aid scheme. We 

complete an annual claim form telling the taxman how 

much those gifts and donations amounts to and he gives us 

back 20 pence from the tax that you have already paid to 

HMRC for every £1 you give us. However, because we are 

effectively claiming back tax that you have already paid, 

you must have paid at least the amount of tax during the 

year that we are reclaiming. That is why the Gift Aid scheme 

is only open to tax payers. But, there is nothing to stop a 

husband or wife making a Gift Aid declaration on behalf of 

his or her spouse if they are the tax payer. 

Some pensioners find that they are paying a small amount 

of tax on their pensions. It might not be enough to cover a 

Gift Aid declaration on your weekly offers. But, it may still be 

possible to utilise this tax payment against a specific 

donation. Come and have a chat with me if you think you 

might fall into this category. 

Bank Standing Order 

Whether you are giving under the Gift Aid scheme or 

through the Freewill Offering scheme, you can complete a 

standing order mandate. This gives your bank an instruction 

to transfer a regular amount into Saint Margaret’s bank 

account on a regular basis. The amount of the payment 



and the frequency are controlled by you and we have no 

access to your account details.  

A number of members of the congregation use this method 

already. By paying directly by bank transfer, they are saving 

us the printing costs of sets of envelopes. It also means that 

the amounts our counting teams have to deal with on a 

weekly basis are reduced.  

Forms 

If you want to join the Gift Aid scheme, or think you would 

prefer the ease of a Standing order rather than looking for 

change on a Sunday morning, please speak to me in the 

Halls on a Sunday morning. I always carry a supply of forms 

with me. 

 If you already pay by Standing order, and want to vary the 

amount of your payment, I have devised a standard letter 

which can be used to instruct their bank manager of the 

changes they want to make to their payments. Again, come 

and speak to me if you would like a copy. 

Thank you. 

Rosalind 


